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disclaimer :  I am a dark matter person.
                    sorry! I don’t know much about the MeV scale...

electron recoils

nuclear recoils

alpha recoils
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self shielding of external radiation

neutrons in LXe:  ~10cm gammas in LXe:  <10cm
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self shielding of external radiation

LZ simulation of
low-E single-scatter electron recoilsLXe
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gamma sources

the EXO-200 example:
“easy”.    self-shielding not severe

high-energy window of interest (2.458 MeV)
medium-scale TPC

sources strings

Tl228:  2.615 MeV
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gamma sources
Larger detectors also ok if zero-field (can inserting source into liquid)

example:  XMASS 

long thin tip to avoid shadowing
57Co, 241Am, 109Cd, 55Fe, 137Cs...
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neutron sources
example:  AmBe in XENON1T

Great for band mean.
outliers:  misidentified multiple scatters and gammas

Spectrum gives some limited energy information.
(endpoint is only point that is really pinned down)
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neutron sources

near-threshold,   similar to few-GeV WIMP
                           (and 8B neutrino background)
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gamma-n sources (low-E monoenergetic neutrons)
endpoint-centric analysis aims

significant gamma shielding required
LZ example:

   88Y : Be          152 keV            4.6 keV        14.6 keV 
205Bi : Be          88.5 keV           2.7 keV         8.4 keV

endpoint
in Xe in Ar

neutron
Energy

LZ simulation
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monoenergetic gamma with recoil angle measurement

https://arxiv.org/abs/1303.6891

4.25° 5.25° 6.25°

16.25° 34.5°8.5°

example from
Baudis group

powerful 
technique, but
only possible in 
smaller detectors

662 keV
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monoenergetic neutron with recoil angle measurement
small-scale detector with external angle measurement

example: SCENE collaboration

again: powerful technique, again limited in detector scale

arXiv:1406.4825

7Li(p,n)7Be

0 V/cm

293 V/cm

96.4 V/cm

970 V/cm

all plots : 10.3 keV nuclear recoils
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tion [22]) were created via a simultaneous fit to all
Qy, Ly, and nuclear recoil band results reported in
this article. These new NEST models are described in
Sec. VII.

The results presented in this paper used several
simulation frameworks to produce targeted results as
appropriate for each section. The Monte Carlo setup
used for each section is described in the text.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup at the TPC is shown in Fig. 1.
Neutrons produced by the D-D source are introduced into
the TPC via an air-filled conduit spanning the LUX water
tank as described in Sec. II B. A convenient coordinate
system used for the subsequent nuclear recoil calibration
analysis is defined here. The orientation of the Cartesian
coordinates x

0, y

0, z

0 are defined by the neutron beam
pipe axis. The neutron beam spans a geometrical chord
that is o↵set from the TPC diameter. The coordinate y

0

is along the beam pipe direction with zero at the point
where the beam enters the liquid xenon active region.
The coordinate x

0 is transverse to the beam pipe axis in
the horizontal plane. The x

0 and y

0 coordinates defined
by the beam direction di↵er from the more traditional x

and y coordinates, which are centered in the middle of
the TPC, by the translation and rotation defined by


x

0

y

0
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rot
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x � 7.1 cm
y + 23.0 cm

�
, (4)

where ✓

rot

= �5.1�. The coordinate z

0 is perpendicular
to the beam pipe axis in the vertical plane. It is nearly
identical to the traditional z (ionization drift) coordinate
indicating the distance from the liquid surface. The
neutron beam entry point into the liquid xenon volume
is 0.9 cm above the exit point. This corresponds to an
angle of ⇠1� with respect to the liquid xenon surface.1

A distance of 47.4 cm along y

0 separates the entry and
exit points of the neutron beam in the liquid xenon.

This notation is further used in this paper such that
S2[y0

1

] and S2[y0
2

] represent the S2 signal size from the
first and second neutron-xenon scattering sites in the y

0

direction along the beam line, respectively. The z vs. y

0

distribution of single-scatter events is shown in Fig. 2.
We use the coordinate r, which is the radial coordinate

in the cylindrical coordinate system coaxial with the
monolithic liquid xenon target.

1 The small angle of the neutron conduit with respect to the liquid
xenon surface was due to the precision of the neutron conduit
leveling process.
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FIG. 1. Conceptual diagram of the LUX D-D calibration
experimental setup. The LUX TPC is in the center of the
8 m diameter, 6 m tall water shield. The LUX cryostat
boundary is depicted as the thick gray line around the TPC.
The TPC active region has a diameter of 47 cm and a height
of 48 cm [2]. The mono-energetic 2.45 MeV neutrons are
collimated through an air-filled conduit spanning the distance
from the water tank wall to the LUX detector cryostat. The x0

coordinate is coming out of the paper, and the y0 coordinate is
in line with the beam. This figure illustrates a potential event
used for the Qy analysis: a neutron (red dotted line) enters
the active liquid xenon volume, scatters twice, and then leaves
the target media. The resulting time-integrated hit pattern is
shown on the PMT arrays. The bottom frame shows an event
record of this neutron interaction sequence (for illustration
only). The PMT hit pattern provides (x, y) information, while
the electron drift time to the liquid surface provides precise
reconstruction of the z position of each neutron interaction.

A. LUX detector operating parameters

The nuclear recoil calibration program using a D-D
neutron generator discussed in this paper was performed
at the end of the 2013 LUX WIMP search run
using the same detector operational state, including
identical DAQ/trigger conditions and frequent 83mKr-
based calibrations for position-dependent S1 and S2
signal corrections [3]. As in Ref. [3], the event window
extends ±500 µs around the trigger signal generated by
the hardware trigger. For S2 signals produced by nuclear

monoenergetic neutron with recoil angle measurement

large-scale detector with internal angle measurement

Step 1:  Charge Yield
   Uses double-scatter selection
       (one S1, two S2)
   E1 is known (angle)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.05381
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Step 2:  Light Yield
   Uses single-scatter selection
        (one S1, one S2)
   E comes from Charge Yield (step 1)

in LUX

Recoil Energy from Angle [keV] Recoil Energy from Charge [keV]
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monoenergetic neutron with recoil angle measurement

large-scale detector with internal angle measurement

Threshold limitation: small angles
Strategy:  increase angle for a given energy,
                  by using a lower-energy n beam
   
DD neutron :  2.45 MeV
DD neutron + 180° reflection on D : 272 keV
very hot gamma-n sources of even lower energies

Threshold limitation: Charge measurement still requires 
S1 observation (for dark count rejection and drift time 
measurement)

Strategy:  use beam timing to set t0 for S1-free recoils

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1608.05309
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internal sources

Step1:  mixing into the target liquid Step2:  return to background
(either passive decay or active purification)

(LUX Kr83m example)
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internal sources

general to any volume-filling source:

-> aids measurement of fiducial mass
     (just passage fraction)

-> aids tuning of position reconstruction algorithms

low energy beneficial to limit systematics

(LUX Kr83m example)
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internal sources

easy 3D mapping of efficiencies & gains
-> very important to improving resolution
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(LUX Kr83m example)

general to any peaked distributed source:
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internal sources:  37Ar

Electron Capture
K-shell:  2.8 keV
L-shell:  270 eV    (!)

halflife:  35d

injected in end-of-run LUX injection

‘for free’ calibration in early DarkSide-50 exposure

35d is prohibitive...
but possible at end-of-experiment (LUX data in hand)
or in experiments with in-situ isotope separation (xenon1t?)

LAr:  https://arxiv.org/abs/1301.4290

LXe: https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.08958
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internal sources:  127Xe

https://arxiv.org/abs/1709.00800Electron Capture
  K-shell:  33.2 keV
  L-shell:  5.2 keV
  M-shell:  1.1 keV
  N-shell:  190 eV   (!)

halflife:  36d

downside:  coincident gamma
(in TPC, charge-only still very possible) LUX
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internal sources:  Kr83m

workhorse calibration peak
     1.  convenient production (Rb83 with 86d halflife)
     2.  convenient half life (1.8h)
                 (convenient assuming few-hour liquid mixing)

some complexity:  two-step decay of 32.1 + 9.4 keV (154ns)

standard mode:  use as a merged 43 keV peak

novel two-S1 mode:  compare 32.1 + 9.4 keV S1 amplitudes

                                  ratio shows you recombination variation

                                  maps 1-to-1 with E-field amplitude

(LUX)

S1a

S1b
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internal sources:  long-lived beta sources in CH4

tritium:  https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.03133

Long-lived sources: naively would ruin the detector

Trick: inject source as source-labeled easy-to-remove molecule
          opens up long-lived betas (tritium, C14, etc.) for electron recoil continuum calibrations

(LUX)
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internal sources:  Rn220 https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.03585

Th228 parent

Rich information from series of daughter decays
        -alphas give bright-scintillation peaks
        -delayed coincidences allow flow mapping (0.145s and 3min)
        -imitates collection/removal/sticking of Rn222 daughters
        -Pb212 proves a beta-decay band (w/ relatively low statistics)

(XENON100 & XENON1T)
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summary points

External:  limited by self-shielding
                exponentially less useful as detector scale grows
                neutrons not so bad, gamma-n sources promising at low energies

Beams:  angle selection selects recoil energy
                small-scale test detectors with external angle measurement
                large-scale ‘real’ detectors can use internal angle measurement

Internal:  low-energy electron recoils in the bulk
                distributed monoenergetic peak for ‘flat-fielding’ resolution enhancement
                electron capture peaks at very low energies
                betas for broad energy range including threshold
                Rn220 with rich daughter chain
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